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 Summary 

 This document describes the specification and verification of Saddle’s 
 contract Swap using the Certora Prover. The latest commit that was 
 reviewed and run through the Certora Prover was  49734a33  . 

 The scope of this verification is Saddles’s contract Swap.sol. 

 The Certora Prover proved the implementation of the contract above is 
 correct with respect to formal specifications written by the Saddle and 
 Certora teams. 

 The formal specifications focus on validating correct behavior for Swap.sol 
 as described by the Saddle team and the contract documentation. The 
 rules verify valid states for the system, proper transitions between states, 
 method integrity, and high-level properties (which often describe more than 
 one element of the system and can even be cross-system). 

 The formal specifications have been submitted into a seperate  branch  in 
 Saddle’s public git repository. 

https://github.com/saddle-finance/saddle-contract/tree/49734a33ebd113b5befc824822f0f9d150ad2e76
https://github.com/saddle-finance/saddle-contract/tree/hannes/certora


 Disclaimer 

 The Certora Prover takes as input a contract and a specification and 
 formally proves that the contract satisfies the specification in all scenarios. 
 Importantly, the guarantees of the Certora Prover are scoped to the 
 provided specification, and the Certora Prover does not check any cases 
 not covered by the specification. 

 We hope that this information is useful, but provide no warranty of any kind, 
 explicit or implied. The contents of this report should not be construed as a 
 complete guarantee that the contract is secure in all dimensions. In no 
 event shall Certora or any of its employees be liable for any claim, damages 
 or other liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising 
 from, out of or in connection with the results reported here. 



 Summary of formal verification 

 Notations 

 passing indicates the rule is formally verified on the latest reviewed commit. 
 ❌   failing indicates the rule was violated under one of the tested versions  of the code. 
 ✍   todo indicates the rule is not yet formally specified. 
 ⏱   timeout indicates that some functions cannot be verified because  the rules timed out. 

 Assumptions and simplifications for verification 
 ●  Due to the complexity of  removeLiquidityImbalance  it was considered out of scope 

 for this verification. 
 ●  We unroll loops. Violations that require a loop to execute more than twice will not be 

 detected. This means we assume at most 2 tokens per pool. 
 ●  The scope of this verification ignores many of the complex math in the contract. We 

 overapproximate  getD  ,  getY  and  getYD  meaning we assume  they can return any value 
 for any given inputs and proved properties under these conditions. In some cases we 
 summarized getD to return a value between the constant sum and constant product 
 i  nvariants. 

 ●  Many proven properties or corollaries of properties which were proven are often 
 assumed in other rules. These properties are defined in the following CVL function called 
 basicAssumptions. 



 Verification of Swap.sol 

 Invariants 

 (  )  oneUnderlyingZeroMeansAllUnderlyingsZero 

 If balance of one underlying token is zero, the balance of all other underlying tokens 

 must also be zero. 

 (  )  ifSumUnderlyingsZeroLPTotalSupplyZero 

 If the sum of all underlying tokens is 0 then the total supply of  lpToken  must be 0 

 (  )  ifLPTotalSupplyZeroThenIndividualUnderlyingsZero 

 If total supply of  lpToken  is zero then every underlying token balance must also be zero. 

 (  )  underlyingTokensAndLPDifferent 

 Underlying tokens must be different from the LP token. 

https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/6e5056b6f65906752088/?anonymousKey=ed48a74a03eb252d596b43d458bb67554f401d5e
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/ca3c45d12c8471f7253e/?anonymousKey=b90b67e76f9a1ec667e5a5e9537a62a3619cfaf8
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/93493/95f41d369ad642ac91fe6c55dc41e2bf/?anonymousKey=7082cf3ec7521bdec83c2cfac68258c6b8b581b6
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/b98050f5944af8445167/?anonymousKey=0869b6f30e6b06899cad0de23a1e2361a6ea89fa


 (  )  underlyingTokensDifferent 

 Underlying tokens must be different from eachother. 

 (  )  swapFeeNeverGreaterThanMAX 

 swapFee  can never be greater  MAX_SWAP_FEE  . 

 (  )  adminFeeNeverGreaterThanMAX 
 adminFee can never be greater MAX_ADMIN_FEE. 

 (  )  LPSolvency 

 Sum of all users’ LP balance must be equal to LP’s  totalSupply  . 

 (  )  underlyingsSolvency 

 Sum of all underlying balances must equal the contract’s sum. 

 (  )  LPTotalSupplyZeroWhenUninitialized 

 LPToken totalSupply must be zero if  addLiquidity  has not been called. 

https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/7f0ccc37b3c04ad629a3/?anonymousKey=2333b49e9fdecd82f4342aca036677349783c8c4
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/e4acaead909c9bf82fe3/?anonymousKey=b7ac69d6485d40da4d3e5dfceeff614ee7e1c893
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/539ffe9447a5ffad5c23/?anonymousKey=2f2ff72818c00d1da1c7a0edef5a29884989529e
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/9d6c3ebcac74e4daf8a0/?anonymousKey=a99c08d07388a9a75bfada3174dfdf5024f5f933
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/3cd92fa8c1b6f5540ee3/?anonymousKey=27f2dfd8af2600ffb636a40c7851d3cd8ffbfc04
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/2cde84e007c963e4b3ab/?anonymousKey=c0f4a6df231d68614b331ea63f3775849454202a


 (  )  lengthsAlwaysMatch 

 The length of  pooledTokens  must match the length of  balances  . 

 Rules 

 (  )  cantReinit 

 Contract can’t be initialized again if it has already been initialized. 

 (  )  onlyAdminCanSetSwapFees 

 Only admin can set swap fees 

https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/3a802b46f14d79420d4f/?anonymousKey=d5eadde13c65ce7405ac651faddc8afbffb85480
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/be429d628c11dec31634/?anonymousKey=c25b702867cf7265963f3087236ded4a93be7c82
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/08145ba5c8d2530f7ca9/?anonymousKey=56ffd3eacabe3fab526b904e048367c553b69161


 (  )  onlyAdminCanSetAdminFees 

 Only admin can set admin fees 

 (  )  pausedMeansLPMonotonicallyDecreases 

 When paused, total LP’s total supply must not increase. 

 (  )  swapAlwaysBeforeDeadline 

 A swap must never be executed after the given deadline. 

https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/ef9a8d4d31e96a12de71/?anonymousKey=bb607ec4d04a7b271739ce34f8d036a46aa0138d
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/3c44c0242ccf7ccc70ad/?anonymousKey=0777d918aa91892d0b6529aaa6221b2d99477d9c
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/5f2cf2957eb7798240de/?anonymousKey=2fb39a94e3c728218162f7a5ae8de0f5ab6b1929


 (  )  addLiquidityCheckMinToMint 

 Providing liquidity must always output at least minToMint amount of LP tokens. 

 (  )  addLiquidityAlwaysBeforeDeadline 

 Adding liquidity must not happen after deadline. 

 (  )  removeLiquidityAlwaysBeforeDeadline 

 Removing liquidity must not happen after deadline. 

https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/245f5583389ea6e240ae/?anonymousKey=9caba74d0d4a914954527fa153a509b7fc4ce107
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/360b6ff1391a3c20a2fa/?anonymousKey=0b513cdc587b82aaa457a8f8d62ea0a282ea8c41
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/4a3d78ea41a9efa81066/?anonymousKey=21ef509912140a09c130ff924ddfec9695483e33


 (  )  swappingCheckMinAmount 

 Swapping A for B will always output at least minAmount of tokens B 

 } 

 (  )  swappingIndependence 

 Swapping token A for token B doesn’t change underlying balance of token C 

https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/9d0a9c151d2a5f4d9c1f/?anonymousKey=7ea52d7fc784ff55adfff0291e50852fcc630b59
https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/1698e3273356ebc600f1/?anonymousKey=72ce608b36ae8cc35a2eec63ab34fe184390198d


 (  )  tokenRatioDoesntGoBelowOne 

 Ratio between underlying tokens must stay above one. 

https://vaas-stg.certora.com/output/15965/0b350e8e5ed176929767/?anonymousKey=d5e120edc1b45b2bc6ccb541bdc8c0dda8f3bb3e

